
Close, But No Cigar 

Quiz Bowl in Chicago 2016 

 
The team at Wrigley Field 

FRONT:  Joseph Espinosa, Jake Rosenmeyer (asst. coach), Levi Capesius 
BACK:  Ben Degen, Logan Heying, Noah Buscher, David Burrow (coach) 

 

Background 
 We had another good year in quiz bowl.  We won both the varsity and JV titles at the big Spirit Lake tournament in December, 
and we also took home championship trophies from Ankeny in October and from the conference tournament in November.  That meant 
that it was still early in the school year when we qualified to make our seventeenth trip to the National Academic Championships.  Of the 
three perennial choices for where to go to nationals, we settled on Chicago—mostly because it had been a while since we’d gone there. 
 

Unfortunately various conflicts (most importantly, baseball) would keep us from taking the best team we could to nationals.  
Recent graduate Devin Degen, a two-time national veteran, was easily this year’s MVP.  He’d be playing second base this summer, so 
he wasn’t able to make the trip to Chicago with us.  Two younger kids had originally signed up to go, but then dropped out when they 
realized they’d actually be playing baseball (albeit at the JV level) rather than just sitting on the bench.  That left us with just five kids, 
most of whom were comparatively young and inexperienced.  A few other complications came up that made this a stranger trip than most.  
We made the best of it, though, and the kids gave it their best.  We didn’t end up with any wins, but we had some frustratingly close 
losses to some very good teams.  The kids stayed positive, and this turned out to be a nice trip. 



Friday, June 10 

Algona, Iowa to Lombard, Illinois 
 
 I was up around 5:45 this morning, though I slept surprisingly well for the night before a trip.  I showered and dressed and took 
my bag out to the car.  I then stopped by McDonalds for my traditional “good luck” fast food breakfast, something that goes back to 
stopping at Hardees before speech contests when I was in high school.  I went out to school, parked my car in back, and drove two school 
vehicles around to the drive by the gym. 
 
 While we only had five students and two adults, we’d be taking both the school’s black Suburban and gray Traverse.  I’d debated 
about just taking one vehicle, but it would have been very crowded with seven people and luggage.  Gas prices have been creeping up 
lately, but they’re still among the cheapest we’ve seen on these trips, so it’s not like we were bankrupting the school by taking an extra 
vehicle. 

 

 I’d arranged to leave at 7am.  The kids 
weren’t early, but they did arrive so we could 
leave right on time.  The first leg of our trip was 
the shortest.  We headed just twelve miles 
southward to the town of St. Joseph (which 
everyone here calls St. Joe).  One of our players 
lived just east of there, and we stopped to pick 
him up. 
 
 I’ll use that stop as an excuse to 
introduce our team, which I usually do at the start 
of these quiz bowl travelogues.  Our group this 
year included three players who had been to 
nationals before, though none of them were at the 
center of the team in the past.  Ben Degen is the 
younger brother of the baseball-playing quiz bowl 
MVP I mentioned earlier.  … As a sophomore, 
though, he hasn’t yet taken some of the advanced 
classes that help out in quiz bowl. 
 
 The lone senior on our team was Joseph 
Espinosa, whose name gives away his Mexican 
heritage.  … Joe will be going to UNI next fall to 
study science.   He wants a career  as a  science 

 
The school vehicles – ready to go 

teacher and would like to come back to Garrigan to teach. 
 
 The final national veteran was sophomore Noah Buscher, the kid we picked up in St. Joe.  Noah absolutely loves computers 
and technology, and he’s very skilled in that area too.  Though he’s still a high school student, he does freelance web design work for a 
number of companies and organizations—enough that it’s essentially a full-time job, and a good paying one at that. 
 
 Noah’s family had come along on our trip to Washington a year ago, and they were planning to come to Chicago this year as 
well.  Well before the they’d added another person to the mix, Noah’s grandmother Evelyn White.  There were a couple of complications, 
though.  … Most importantly Noah’s dad (a plant manager for Purina) had been re-assigned to a facility in Nebraska, so the family was 
in the process of moving.  They still made the trip, but it wasn’t quite the relaxing vacation they’d originally planned. 
 
 Our captain at nationals this year would be junior Levi Capesius.  Levi is talented in almost every area, though his favorite is 
probably the performing arts.  He has gone to all-state three times in choir, and he’s also an all-stater in speech.  He’s an excellent pianist, 
he’s a starter on our football team, and he’ll also be our student council president next year. …  
 
 The final member of our team was freshman Logan Heying (HIGH-ing).  Logan has the honor of coming the longest distance of 
any student at Garrigan.  His family lives in Dickens, a little town just east of Spencer and nearly an hour west of Algona.  …  
 
 The final member of our official delegation was Jake Rosenmeyer, who you’ll remember as the captain of many of our past quiz 
bowl teams.  Jake is out of college now and on our staff at Garrigan as a religion teacher.  Starting next year he’ll be the junior high quiz 
bowl coach, taking over for an English teacher who had that job longer than I’ve been the high school coach.  Jake has always been a 
very easy person to travel with, and that was definitely the case this year. 
 
 We followed highway 169 south from St. Joe to Ft. Dodge and then turned east onto U.S. 20.  The crops were all up now, which 
made the countryside a beautiful green color.  There was some major construction along highway 20, where they’d ripped out half of the 
four-lane highway and were basically starting with a fresh sub-pavement.  It intrigues me that they do such major construction on relatively 
new highways while leaving ancient ones alone.  I have no idea what the criteria are for doing such work. 
 



 We made a brief stop in Parkersburg at a BP truck stop right next to the highway.  A large group of National Guard soldiers 
stopped there at the same time we did, and they’d pretty much taken over the place.  It was one of those few times there was a line for 
the men’s room, but not the women’s. 
 
 We continued on highway 20 past Waterloo and on into eastern Iowa.  My original plan had been to stop for lunch in Dubuque.  
It was early when we got there, though, and I didn’t really want to battle any more of Dubuque’s traffic than I had to.  So we just drove 
right through the city and continued into Illinois. 
 
 Our lunch break ended up being at Culver’s in Galena.  The kids all had burgers, but I had chili and some cheese curds.  I like 
Culver’s, but I always find it a bit on too expensive for what it is.  Chili, cheese curds, and iced tea came to ten bucks, which struck me 
as kind of excessive. 
 
 We continued east on highway 20.  Through western Illinois the highway is just two lanes, and it winds through some very rugged 
hills.  It’s not at all easy driving.  Fortunately we weren’t in any particular hurry today, and both the drivers and passengers enjoyed the 
scenery. 
 
 I couldn’t help but notice when we reached Winnebago, Illinois.  Last summer the drive belt on my car broke when I was stopped 
at a traffic light here.  I had to push the car through the intersection and then onto the shoulder, and I ended up with some extremely 
expensive repairs.  Fortunately nothing bad happened today, and we continued onto Rockford without incident. 
 
 It’s been many years since I’ve been on Illinois’ Northwest Tollway, and I’m pleased to say they’ve improved it quite a bit in the 
interim.  It’s now six lanes at least all the way to Rockford, and I think all the way up to the Wisconsin border.  They’ve badly needed an 
extra lane for years.  Now that it’s there traffic just seems to sail along; it really is a beautiful road. 
 
 We took our afternoon break at the Belvedere oasis, the tollway service area just east of Rockford.  One good aspect of the 
Illinois tollway system is that they require their concessions to charge prices similar to those in surrounding communities.  Gas on the 
tollway cost $2.539 a gallon.  That’s higher than in Iowa, but pretty reasonable for northeast Illinois. 
 

As we were filling up with gas we were surprised to see Fred Johnson, an older man who helps with our school’s computers.  
Fred was heading into Chicago with his wife and daughter.  The daughter was apparently starting an internship in the city, and they were 
getting her moved in.  It was certainly odd to see two people from home stopping for gas at the same place we did. 

 
We cruised down the tollway from Belvedere to Elgin.  We had to pull off twice to pay tolls ($3 and $1.50 respectively), but since 

the spread of I-pass transponders, the back-ups at tollbooths have become much less.  Past Elgin, though, we hit major traffic.  They 
appear to be widening the stretch from Elgin to Hoffman Estates from six lanes to eight, and the process of doing that has led to some 
rather nasty construction.  We crawled along well below the posted speed limit and came to a dead stop more than once. 
 
 The two times we’d paid tolls so far the cash lanes had been off to the right, while vehicles with I-pass continued at highway 
speed in the main lanes of the interstate.  So when we saw signs advising that it would cost us 60¢ to exit the Northwest Tollway onto I-
290 (the Eisenhower Expressway), we kept right assuming that was where we needed to be in order to pay a cash toll.  This time, 
however, the cash lane was to the left.  Unfortunately by the time we realized that it was too late to get over, so we had to just continue 
through the I-pass lane.  This lane used to have a basket you could toss coins in, but that’s been covered over and now it features a 
transponder reader and a camera.  Presumably our license plates were caught as toll violators as we rounded the curve from one 
interstate to the other. 
 
 The big rip-off in the Illinois tollway system is the North—South Tollway (I-355), a new highway that links Joliet with the northwest 
suburbs and functions as an other beltway for Chicago.  We were on that route for only six miles, during which we paid two different 
tolls—each $1.90.  Even at the I-Pass rate (half what cash customers pay), the tolls would add up very fast for commuters. 
 
 Our ultimate destination was the Comfort Suites—Addison/Lombard, which is located just east of I-355 at North Avenue (Illinois 
highway 64).  We paid our second $1.90 toll and exited onto the eastbound highway.  The hotel was on the north side of the road, and 
no left turn was allowed anywhere near it.  So we had to drive nearly a mile east to Lombard Avenue, make a U-turn (which a sign told 
us was perfectly legal), and then head back to the hotel. 
 
 A middle aged black woman checked us in at the Comfort Suites.  She noted that the credit card I presented said “Bishop 
Garrigan” and thought that meant I was in fact a bishop myself.  I noted that it was just the name of our school, but I mentioned I had 
given sermons in my church a few times.  The woman was obviously quite religious herself, and that led to a bit of interesting conversation 
that filled the time while she was processing the paperwork. 
 
 While the hotel may be called Comfort Suites, it’s being overly generous to call the rooms there suites.  The rooms were fairly 

large, but far from the biggest I’ve been in.  Each had two queen beds and a sofa bed, and those furnishings pretty much filled the 
available space.  There was basically no divider at all between the sleeping and living parts of the room.  The rooms did have microwaves 
and fairly large refrigerators, though, and the sofa bed meant that each of the kids had his own place to sleep. 



 
 The hotel itself was on a long, narrow lot in the 
middle of a rather dumpy suburban area.  Our rooms were 
on the back side of the third floor and overlooked an alley.  
To the west was a convenience store that also featured a 
McDonalds, while to the east was an enormous self-
storage facility.  Other neighbors included a flooring store, 
a plumbing warehouse, and a restaurant supply 
wholesaler.  The hotel was in the working class suburb of 
Lombard, though they appended the more upscale suburb 
of Addison to the name. 
 
 There were some odd quirks to the hotel, too.  
Twice while we were there the elevator stopped working.  
… The hotel had a nice pool, but it was closed part of the 
time we were there because a little kid had gotten sick and 

 
Comfort Suites—Addison/Lombard 

thrown up in it.  The wifi connection was also weird.  The signal strength was fine, but it made you sign in again several times each day.  
Then there was the air conditioning.  Jake’s and my room was an oven when we arrived, so we turned the air conditioning down to 68o.  
After leaving and returning, it was still quite warm.  We found out the thermostat bore little relationship to the temperature it displayed.  
To get a comfortable room temperature, we had to set the thermostat to 61o. 
 
 We settled into our rooms, and I had a brief meeting with the kids.  Then I went online to find out what we should do about 
missing the tolls.  It turns out that you can pay tolls online if you go through the I-Pass lanes by mistake.  There’s no penalty so long as 
you pay the toll within a week.  I now have two separate transactions of 60¢ each on my American Express card for the Illinois Tollway 
system.  I’d love to know what it costs them to process a credit card transaction like that.  It’s got to close to not worth the cost of doing 
it. 
 
 When he noticed there was a pool at the hotel, [one of the kids] lamented that he hadn’t brought a swimsuit, and he asked if I 
could take him to a store to buy one.  While I can’t say I was exactly thrilled about it, I did agree to do so.  I checked the online maps and 
found there was a Wal-Mart about four miles away.  A bonus of heading up there was that it did show me how the hotel related to the 
streets in the area.  Pretty much every Wal-Mart these days is ridiculously large, and the Addison location was even more gigantic and 
confusing than most.  It took nearly fifteen minutes just to locate where men’s clothes were, and it was probably predictable that the first 
swimsuit [the kid] picked was placed on a hanger that had a different size label on it than the actual size of the suit.  Eventually he did 
find what he wanted, though.  He made the purchase, and we headed back to the hotel. 
 
 We happened to be behind a white SUV as we headed east on North Avenue, and we were surprised when it made the same 
U-turn we did and then pulled into the Comfort Inn parking lot.  It turned out to be the Buscher family.  They were arriving a bit later than 
us because they’d had to stop to pick up [the grandmother] along the way.  It was good that everyone was here now. 
 
 For almost as long as we’ve done these trips we’ve had some sort of an “official” team meal.  Many times our former 
superintendent Gene Meister paid for these meals, noting that he felt our kids should have the same treatment sports teams get when 
they go to state.  Gene died this past winter after a long battle with cancer, so there was no donation from him.  This year I just divided 
the cost of the team meal among those who were going and made it part of the cost of the trip. 

 
 For our team meal we went to the Addison location of Giordano’s, 
one of the big Chicago-style pizza chains.    I was afraid it might be busy on 
a Friday night.  We got there early, though, and were able to be seated right 
away.  There’s always a long wait while they prepare the extremely deep dish 
pizza, so I ordered some appetizers (cheese bread and toasted ravioli) to fill 
the time.  After finishing those we spent a while watching the sportscast on 
their TVs.  The big news was that hockey great Gordie Howe had died. 
 
 While we ordered separately, it turned out that almost everyone got 
deep dish pepperoni pizza.  When the kids asked me to describe it ahead of 
time, I told them Chicago-style pizza is really more like lasagna than pizza.  
It’s thick and layered and almost overwhelmed by cheese.  I’m not a huge 
fan of the stuff myself, but it’s one of those things you must do when in the 
Windy City.  Chicago-style pizza is one of the heaviest dishes imaginable, 
and almost everyone ordered too much to eat in one meal.  We ended up 
taking home several boxes to put in the refrigerators at the hotel. 

 
Website picture of Giordano’s pizza 

 
 We couldn’t turn left out of Giordano’s lot, so I turned right instead.  Then I spent a long time wandering around through various 
industrial parks, essentially getting thoroughly lost.  While almost every street in Chicago itself goes through, there are very few through 
streets in the suburbs.  I had to drive well out of my way before finally making it back to the hotel. 
 
 Something the kids commented on repeatedly as we drove around was Chicagoland’s surplus of tobacconists.  It seems like 
every block on every suburban strip has a smoke shop and every other block has a store selling vaping supplies targeted at younger 
people who think that habit is somehow better than smoking.  I’ve noted before that Chicagoans smoke heavily, and that doesn’t appear 
to have changed much. 



 
 We killed about an hour at the hotel.  My main adventure was a trip to the convenience store next door, where I picked up an 
ice cream bar and some Mr. Pure juice.  While they still make the stuff in suburban Chicago, Mr. Pure is now owned by a conglomerate 
based in Ft. Lauderdale.  They’ve done away with the old cartoon fruit logo, which makes the brand virtually indistinguishable from all the 
other juices in the convenience store cooler.  I must say I found that kind of sad. 
 
 Around 7pm we packed into the Suburban and headed out again.  This time our destination was the hotel where the tournament 
was taking place, the Sheraton Four Points in Schiller Park, just south of O’Hare Airport.  The online mapping services recommend taking 
the tollways (I-355, I-90, and I-294) to get from one hotel to the other.  That may be the quickest way (if not the easiest), but it would have 
cost about $6.50 one way each time we made the trip.  I instead chose to follow city streets, which was easier, cheaper, and didn’t take 
much longer than the tollways. 
 
 Since we couldn’t turn left from the Comfort Suites, we instead turned right onto North Avenue and then immediately turned right 
again onto Rohlwing Road (Illinois route 53), the old road that parallels the North—South Tollway.  We drove north about four miles and 
turned right onto Bloomingdale Road, which runs diagonally northeast through an extremely wealthy residential area.  After a couple of 
miles, Bloomingdale dumped out onto Irving Park Road (Illinois highway 19).  We followed that east for about six miles, down a rather 
dumpy strip and past the south edge of the airport.  The Sheraton was at the intersection of Irving Park and Manheim (US 45) at the 
southeast corner of O’Hare.  On a weekend the trip took about half an hour, but it was more like forty-five minutes at rush hour.  Whenever 
we’d cross over the tollways, though, it didn’t look like traffic on them was going much faster. 
 
 Parking at the Sheraton is supposed to cost $19 a day.  They only appear to enforce that overnight, though—which makes 
sense, given that a lot of guests are only there to patronize their restaurant or conference facilities.  We never paid, and while the lot was 
close to full almost all weekend (with weddings at the hotel on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday), we always did manage to find a space. 
 
 The Sheraton has a lot of pretensions, but it’s honestly not that nice of a hotel.  They’ve done renovations, but the surfaces are 
all cheap materials—laminate floors, papered walls, and molding carved from styrofoam and then spray-painted.  It all looks nice from a 
distance, but it’s tacky up close.  The nightly rate here was only slightly higher than the Comfort Suites, but it wouldn’t have included 
breakfast or parking, and while the Comfort Suites was nothing special, I really think it was a better hotel than the Sheraton. 
 
 We were at the Sheraton for the tournament’s sample introductory game.  Often these sessions are sparsely attended, but the 
room was full for this one.  They asked coaches to volunteer to play a game, and Jake and I ended up on a team. I was pleased to answer 
a couple of geometry questions correctly, since I’ll be teaching that subject next fall for the first time in decades.  Jake did well on the 
religion questions, but the captain and star of the team was the coach from Alexander Hamilton Junior High, which I think was in Houston.  
He was obviously a social studies teacher, and many of the questions were from that field.  We ended up winning the sample game 
handily, though unfortunately this would be the only win anyone from Garrigan would be part of. 
 
 We took a different route back from the Sheraton than we’d done to get there.  We first turned right and then turned around in 
the parking lot of a Walgreen’s to head back west.  We then followed Manheim south to North Avenue and continued west from there.  
This is actually a bit quicker route than what we’d taken the other direction.  There are a couple of really confusing intersections, though—

one at Manheim and North and the other at North and Route 83.  Both of these feature a bizarre combination of stoplights and exit ramps, 
and more than once I made wrong turns at them.  It doesn’t help that there is a separate truck route for Illinois highway 64 which veers 
away from North Avenue on a stretch where that street has narrow lanes.  The truck route is signed more prominently than the regular 
route, and tonight I accidentally followed it—detouring several miles out of the way.  We did make it back to the Comfort Suites all right, 
but it was kind of a weird trip. 
 
 The kids spent a bit of time in the pool, but Jake and I just stayed around the room and watched TV.  The room eventually cooled 
down, and we managed to get some sleep. 
 

Saturday, June 11 

Chicagoland, Illinois 
 
 My sleep was interrupted during the night by a strange rattling sound.  I eventually realized the noise was coming from my cell 
phone.  I’d plugged the phone into a USB outlet at the hotel to charge it.  Apparently something was wrong with that outlet, though.  The 
phone didn’t charge, and in fact it completely discharged during the night.  The odd noise was apparently the sound it makes when it 
reaches its last gasp of power.  I managed to completely shut the thing off, but now it wouldn’t work at all. 
 
 I was up at 6am, the same time I get up during the school year.  Jake and I got ready for the day, and we were among the first 
people in the breakfast room when they opened at 7:00.  Breakfast was far from the best aspect of the Comfort Suites, but there was 
enough variety to make it tolerable.  They had sausage logs and rather nasty scrambled eggs that were obviously made from a mix.  They 
also had a variety of bread and pastries, bananas and apples, yogurt, and do-it-yourself waffles.  The juice was decent, but the coffee 
was some of the worst I’ve had—barely more than lukewarm water. 
 
 We had an easy drive over to the Sheraton.  The Buschers drove separately and met us there.  Today would be the big day of 
competition—three games in the morning and a fourth in the afternoon.   
 



 Our first game was at 8:30 in the room hosted by Chip Beall, the man who has organized the National Academic Championship 
throughout its history.  We faced Western High School from Barry, Illinois, which is on I-72 between Quincy and Pittsfield.  Their coach 
went into a long description of where it was located, but having grown up in southeast Iowa, “east of Quincy” was a sufficient locater for  
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me.  While they’re a bit larger, Western was 
probably the school most equivalent to us in 
the tournament.  They’re a small school from 
a small town.  This was their first appearance 
ever at nationals, and they were intimidated to 
hear that we had been there many times 
before. 
 
 This was the first of four different 
games when we led after the first two rounds.  
Unfortunately at nationals that’s not 
necessarily a good thing.  The team that’s 
trailing chooses first in the lightning round (a 
set of ten questions on the same category), 
and all four times the opposing team ended up 
with a much easier category than we did.  The 
“Stump the Experts” round at the end was 
dead even, but because of the lightning round 
Western ended up beating us 160 – 140.  It 
was not really surprising that we were the only 
team they beat during the tournament, and we 
really should have beaten them. 
 

 

 Our 9:30 game was in the room hosted by my favorite of the readers at nationals.  Ernie 
Anderson has read at every national tournament we’ve been to.  He’s a DJ from West Virginia (who 
brags that 2016 is his 48th year in radio) who has hosted multiple quiz shows on TV and radio over 
the years.  He reads clearly and distinctly, but he has a good ol’ boy voice that makes the games fun. 
 
 Our opponent in this game was Ysleta, a mostly Hispanic school from El Paso.  We faced 
them at nationals several years ago, and I knew they should be a beatable team.  Once again we led 
after the first two rounds, but once again they got an easy lightning round and we got a harder one.  
This time we ended up losing 220 – 180.  Ysleta actually did pretty well overall in the tournament.  
They were one of four teams we faced that ended up advancing to playoffs after racking up at least 
four wins. 
 
 We next played at 10:30 versus a team called Kremlin—Hillsdale, a rural school near Enid, 
Oklahoma.   This is another school  that’s  fairly equivalent  to  Garrigan.  They  play in the  smallest 
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athletic class in the Sooner State and have an enrollment just slightly more than ours.  Like many small school quiz bowl teams, they 
were essentially a one-man team, with three other people who were just along for the ride.  Unfortunately that one man had taken 
advanced classes in math, science, and literature, and the lone senior on our team hadn’t.  We’d almost certainly have beat Kremlin—
Hillsdale if Devin Degen had been part of our team, but as it was they came from behind in the lightning round to beat us 190 – 105. 
 
 After our third loss we’d eliminated any chance of making playoffs.  It was time to take our mind off that, though, and move on 
to more positive things.  All of us, including the Buschers and Mrs. White, drove over to the Rosemont park-and-ride.  It’s about a four-
mile drive from the Sheraton to Rosemont, and in good traffic that takes about ten minutes.  We paid our $5 parking fee and made our 
way into the station. 
 
 Most people who ride CTA trains these days use Ventra cards, hard plastic cards with computer chips inside them.  I did some 
research and found that CTA also has a group sales division that sells passes encoded on Ventra tickets.  These have the same smartcard 
technology, but it’s embedded in tagboard instead of plastic.  I was a little afraid of using these after the problems we’d had with similar 
passes I’d gotten for the Washington metro a year ago.  Everything worked beautifully in Chicago, though.  On both trains and buses the 
passes registered with no problem at all.  On a couple of occasions the kids got a message that said “SCAN AGAIN”, but then i t went 
through with no problem the second time.  It also helped that the CTA passes covered all fares on both trains and buses at all t imes, 
while in Washington we also needed to have a cash balance on the card to cover trips for which the passes weren’t valid.   
 
 I had warned the kids ahead of time that they might encounter “colorful” people on the ‘L’.  The past few times I’ve been to 
Chicago I seem to have run into more and more marginal people who just seem to ride the trains all day long.  I also expected we might 
have some delays due to construction on a weekend.  Fortunately, neither of these was a problem today.  The people we encountered 
were all very normal middle class folks going about their business.  One station (Addison) was closed for repairs, but we just passed it 
by without any delay.  It’s always a long trip from the O’Hare area to downtown, but the kids were impressed that we consistently moved 
faster than the traffic we were paralleling on the Kennedy Expressway.  That’s often not the case on weekends, but I was glad it was 
today. 



 
Riding the ‘L’ 

 My plan was to go downtown and 
have a quick orientation walk around the city.  
… Our ultimate destination was the Chicago & 
State station on the red line.  Jake and I took 
the kids over to Water Tower Place, a lovely 
vertical mall that is about half a mile east of 
there.  The Buschers stayed closer to the 
station and had lunch at a seafood restaurant 
nearby. 

 
 All the kids had lunch at M-Burger, a 
Chicago chain with overpriced but tasty 
sandwiches.  One of the kids wanted to go to 
a pretzel place, so we made our way there as 
well.  While  he was getting a pretzel  I bought 
a treat from Garrett’s popcorn across the hall.  
We also browsed through the Lego store 
(which is almost unimaginably expensive) and 
made our way to an exhibit on “The Machines 
of Leonardo da Vinci” that was occupying the 
space of some store that had obviously gone 
out of business.  The da Vinci exhibit might 
have been interesting, but they wanted $18 to 
look at anything more than the gift shop.  That 
was too steep for me, so we left. 

 
 We’d arranged to meet up with the Buschers outside a McDonalds that’s across the street from Holy Name Cathedral and right 
outside the Chicago & State subway station.  Noah’s parents texted him that they were still eating, so we went into McDonalds mostly to 
take advantage of their air conditioning.  While there the kids checked their friends’ feeds on Twitter and Instagram, and they all 
commented on one post that showed this exact same McDonalds.  Apparently two of our recently graduated seniors had come to Chicago 
for a fun weekend, and they were sharing their adventures with the world on social media.  One of them had posted the picture together 
with the message “all the way to Chicago for Macdon’s”.  The time stamp showed they were here just a few minutes before we were.  We 
never did run into the students, but it was certainly interesting to be crossing paths. 
 
 We rode back to Rosemont and then drove back to the Sheraton.  Then the kids and I changed back into nice clothes to get 
ready for our afternoon game.  This time we faced Detroit Jesuit High School.  This is an exclusive prep school that charges almost 
$13,000 tuition annually.  It’s not really a surprise that they’ve won the national championship in quiz bowl more than once.   Technically 
we were playing their “B” team, but it turned out that both of Jesuit’s teams would be undefeated going into playoffs—as the #1 and #3 
seeds respectively. 
 
 Surprisingly we gave Jesuit their closest game in the tournament, and it’s another time that if Devin were playing we’d probably 
have won.  The final score was 250 – 125.  That’s not really close, but it’s far from the wipe-out they gave everyone else they played. 
 
 I always make a point of taking the kids to mass when we go to national quiz bowl.  Originally my plan had been to go to the 
cathedral downtown, but neither the kids nor I wanted to spend an hour and a half on the train just to go to church.  So instead we drove 
over to St. Beatrice Church in Schiller Park, which is about a mile east of the hotel on Irving Park Road. 
 
 St. Beatrice is an A-frame building from the ‘60s that probably looked striking when it was new.  Today it comes across as very 
simple and utilitarian.  It’s close to simplest Catholic church I’ve ever seen.  There’s very little ornamentation of any sort, and what is there 
is quite abstract.  I seriously doubt many people would call this church beautiful.   It certainly didn’t help matters that there was a major 
construction project going on in the sanctuary.  I have no idea what they were doing, but about a third of the pews were blocked off with 
yellow caution tape and the whole back area was covered over with a blue tarp.   
 
 We arrived about twenty minutes before mass was scheduled to start, and there was almost no one there at that time.  I thought 
for a while the congregation would be smaller than what we draw at my church (a couple dozen or so) , but promptly at five a hundred or 
so showed up.  The church was still mostly empty, but there were at least enough to make it seem as if a service should be going on. 
 
 The service was unique and memorable, but really not very enjoyable.  The celebrant was Fr. Dominique, a newly ordained 
priest who apparently has ties to this parish.  He was celebrating his first “real” mass since his ordination, and he definitely pulled out all 
the stops.  Members of the Knights of Columbus in full regalia escorted him at the processional and recessional.  We did both the creed 
and the Gloria (which are typically optional in Ordinary Time), he did the longest of the Eucharistic prayers, and he sang or chanted 
(badly) as many parts of the mass as he could.  Then both he and the parish priest went on and on and on with thank-yous and 
announcements.  It dragged on so long it became almost comical. 
 
 At two points during the service  the priests recited a laundry list of saints,  apparently  invoking all the blessings of the beyond. 
This is also optional, but it’s not at all uncommon.  What stood out was that neither of these lengthy recitations included the name of St. 
Beatrice, the patron of the parish.  Only a handful of specific saints are printed in the missal, but it’s common to include others that are 
locally important.  We looked her up online back at the hotel and found that Beatrice was a 4th Century Italian who was martyred for 
refusing to worship idols.  (There is a more prominent Portuguese saint of the same name, but the Schiller Park church’s website makes 



it clear it is the Italian Beatrice they honor.)  She’s one of those saints that almost nothing is known about, but it’s still kind of odd they 
didn’t bother adding her to the list. 
 
 Probably the worst aspect of the  mass was the music.  Small Catholic parishes  are rarely known for their music,  but this was 

 

 
St. Beatrice Church – Schiller Park, Illinois 

almost a parody.  They had a pipe organ, but it was covered over with plastic.  
Instead we were accompanied by an electric piano.  An elderly woman who 
oddly wore two pairs of glasses at the same time punched out the melody with 
an occasional chord that was usually late.  It’s been forty years since I took 
piano lessons, but I think I could have played better than this old bat did.  She 
really was dreadful.  It was  particularly  amusing when  she was  playing  the 

communion song and the usher stopped by to give her a wafer.  She took one hand off the piano to take it and left the other one playing 
a single sustained note while she swallowed it.  It was interesting that the long list of saints they honored included St. Cecelia, the 
patroness of musicians.  Perhaps she will intervene and offer help to the pianist. 
 
 The cantor (a plump middle aged woman) was better than the pianist, but she obviously hadn’t looked through the music much 
before the service.  The lector was also bad, rambling on in a monotone that sounded like that trombone they use for Charlie Brown’s 
teacher on the TV specials. 
 
 We were invited at great length to stay after mass to receive a special blessing from the newly ordained priest.  We chose to 
pass on that offer, and a line at the exit of the parking lot made it clear most of the parishioners had made that decision as well.  I feel 
bad saying it, but this really was the type of service that makes people quit going to church. 
 
 Once we’d done our duty at church, we drove back to the hotel.  The kids changed into casual clothes, and then we headed out 
again for dinner.  Jake suggested Portillo’s, a hot dog chain that I’ve been to a few times myself.  Portillo’s was originally founded in Villa 
Park, a suburb just east of Lombard, and the location we went to is likely the original location if not the actual restaurant that started the 
chain.  It intrigued me that Joseph, our Hispanic student, pronounced the name of the restaurant as “por-TEE-yoh”, which is what it would 

be in Spanish.  That’s how I’ve always said it 
myself, though apparently it’s wrong.  The 
name is actually Italian and said with an “L” 
sound instead of a “Y” in the last syllable—
“por-TILL-oh”.  Either way, they do serve 
excellent Chicago-style hot dogs, which most 
of the kids enjoyed.  The rest of their menu is 
also good.  In particular, a lot of the kids had 
chocolate cake, which is a unique offering for 
a fast food place.  I passed on that myself, but 
all the kids said it was excellent. 
 
 We went back to the hotel, and most 
of the kids spent the evening swimming.  I 
mostly worked on the computer.  I made notes 
for this travelogue and also did some work on 
the school website.  I’d taken pictures at a 
baseball game shortly before leaving, and I 
needed to get those posted so the kids and 
their parents could see them.  We also 
watched a bit of TV.  Jake is a fan of The 
Golden Girls, and we ended up watching 
several episodes of a marathon of that show.  
I can’t say I’m a great fan of the show myself, 
but I certainly got my fill of it tonight. 

 
Dinner at Portillo’s 

 



Sunday, June 12 

Chicagoland, Illinois 
 
 We slept in a little later this morning, getting up 
around 7:00.  I turned on the morning news in my room, 
and we’d watch it on another station at breakfast.  The 
main story on both channels was a horrible attack in 
Orlando, where an idiot with an assault weapon opened 
fire in a night club and killed more than four dozen people.  
It was fascinating that one of the TV stations made a point 
of repeatedly mentioning that the place attacked was a gay 
club, while the other station went out of its way to avoid 
saying “gay”.  While it was not confirmed yet, there was 
already speculation the killer might have had ties to Islam.  
That turned out to be true, but I don’t know why either his 
religion or the private lives of the victims should make any 
difference at all.  The victims were Americans, and so was 
the killer.  A conservative Christian could be as likely to 
attack a gay nightclub as a Moslem, and someone fighting 
for the purity of Islam would be just as offended by a strip 
club as a gay bar.  We should be shocked when anyone is 
killed, and we should do our best to keep it from happening 
anywhere. 
  

 None of the kids had watched the morning news, and even after sitting in the breakfast room most of them were unaware of the 
tragedy that had unfolded in Orlando.  That bothered me a bit, because I think that especially “smart” kids should be aware of what’s 
going on in their world.  Apparently the news hadn’t started spreading on Twitter yet, though, and that’s what the kids seem to use as 
their primary source of news these days. 
 
 We wouldn’t have a game until mid-afternoon today, so we had most of the day free.  Around 8:30 we drove to Rosemont and 
caught a train downtown.  There was a bum sleeping on the train, but otherwise the ride was uneventful.  We transferred at Clark & Lake 
to the green line, which we rode down to Roosevelt.  We had a choice of walking to our ultimate destination or taking a bus.  I checked 
the CTA app on my phone and found bus 146 would be arriving in just two minutes, so we hightailed it across the street and caught the 
bus.  About five minutes later it dumped us off right in front of the Shedd Aquarium, our main destination for the day. 
 

 
Fish at the Shedd Aquarium – Chicago 

 We’d timed our arrival well.  There’s a long awning over the 
grand steps  in  front of the  aquarium,  and when we  left later in the  

day we’d find the entry line went all the way down those steps and even out to the sidewalk.  There was no line outdoors at all when we 
arrived, and even inside we waited only a few minutes.  We had to have our bags searched to even advance to the ticket desk.  That 
seemed a bit odd, but I suppose they’re allowed to use whatever security they feel is appropriate. 
 



 There are several ticket options at the Shedd Aquarium.  The most expensive costs $54.95 and lets you cut to the front of the 
line.  They really push the $39.95 “Total Experience Pass” which lets you in to all the special exhibits.  We passed on both of those 
options and instead paid $8 for general admission tickets.  (The cost was actually covered by a donation Jake had gotten to help out the 
group.)   We didn’t see the “4-D oceanarium” or the special exhibit on amphibians.  We did see plenty, though.  Eight bucks basically gets 
you into the original aquarium building, where you see fish and other animals from the waters of the world.  We even saw a diver feeding 
fish in their coral reef.   

 
The team posing by the Shedd Aquarium, with the Chicago skyline behind 

 We spent a couple hours at the 
aquarium and another half hour or so 
wandering around the lakefront.  We then 
walked through Grant Park.  While there we 
ran into the Buscher family.  …  

 
 The kids who had been to 
Washington last summer remembered Five 
Guys burgers, and when they saw a location 
of that chain outside Roosevelt station they 
definitely wanted to stop there.  Five Guys 
does have good burgers, but they’re some of 
the most expensive you’ll find anywhere.  
Their smallest, simplest burger is $4.99, and 
the prices go up to $8.69—for a single burger.  
At those prices I took advantage of the 
complimentary peanuts they give you to snack 
on while you wait.  Amusingly a lot of the local 
homeless people seem to enjoy those 
peanuts as well.  While we were there two 
different bums came in, grabbed some 
peanuts , and then walked out again without 
bothering to buy anything.  No one on the staff 
said or did anything to stop them.  It’s probably 
easier for them to just let it go and write it off  

as a cost of doing business. 
 
 After lunch I walked the kids through the Field Museum’s display on the history of life that’s located in the pedestrian tunnel at 
Roosevelt station.  It’s a fascinating work of art, and I’d encourage anyone who happens to be in Chicago to see it.  We then took a train 
downtown and gawked at the silver columns and the Tiffany ceiling in the old Marshall Field’s store. 
 
 We had an awkward amount of time left, so we killed a bit of it by riding around on the brown line, which provides a nice view of 
the north side of Chicago.  I’d taken a Chicago History Museum tour on the brown line a few years back, and I tried to point out some of 
the highlights I’d found out there.  Then we took the blue line back out to Rosemont.  Amusingly, the same bum who had been on our 
train in the morning was also on this one in the afternoon. 
 
 We went back to the Sheraton, and the kids and I changed into dress clothes.  We had additional members of the audience 
today.  In addition to Noah’s parents, brothers, and grandmother, his aunt, uncle, and cousins were also there today.  …   

 
 While neither was a win, we can 
honestly say we had a good game and a bad 
game this afternoon.  At 3:00 we faced Berrien 
Springs, a school about three times our size 
(which is still very small by the standards of 
the tournament) from southwest Michigan.  It 
was yet another game where we led until the 
lightning round and ended up losing narrowly.  
The final score was 150 – 125.  Berrien 
Springs ended up with a 5 – 1 record, and they 
played Ysleta in the first round of playoffs. 
 
 Our final game was at 4pm, and we 
faced Westlake.  This is a close-in suburb of 
Cleveland.  When I went out there several 
years ago to see such sights as the Rock and 
Roll Hall of Fame, I caught the pathetic local 
transit system (which they refer to as “the 
rapid”) at a station in Westlake.  Few schools 
in Iowa approach the size of Westlake, which 
has literally thousands of students.  They were 

 
During the final game 



easily the best team we played, though they scored fewer points against us than in any other game.  The final score was 255 – 90.  The 
round included three different calculus questions, and I really lamented the fact that Devin (who I’d taught in that course) wasn’t here to 
answer them.  We still might not have won the game, but it would have been a whole lot closer. 
 
 The kids changed back to casual garb, and we drove back to Rosemont.  Theoretically each parking pass at Rosemont is valid 
for fourteen hours.  The problem is that it’s only valid for a single space, and the probability of returning to the same space on a second 
visit is close to nil.  In fact more than once we saw someone pull into the space we had just pulled out of.  They very likely did that to 
avoid paying for parking, but it meant we’d have to pay again when we returned.  I ended up feeding lots of $5 bills into the parking 
machine. 
 
 It was time for dinner now.  After exploring a variety of options, the kids decided that it would be fun to check out Popeye’s, 
which none of them had been to before.  (Something I liked about this group was that most of them were more adventurous in their tastes 
than many kids I’ve traveled with.)  There is a Popeye’s near the Harlem Avenue station on the blue line, which is just two stops in from 
Rosemont.  When the kids heard “Harlem”, I think some of them were expecting it to look like the same-named area in New York.  Harlem 
Avenue in Chicago is a suburban strip from the ‘60s, though.  The people who live there are Poles and Mexicans rather than Blacks and 
Puerto Ricans.  The name may be the same, but it’s definitely not the same Harlem you’d find in Manhattan. 
 
 After having some Cajun chicken at Popeye’s we headed further into the city for dessert.   The kids had heard Jake and me 
talking about Margie’s, the candy and ice cream store next to the Western Avenue stop, and they were eager to check it out.  The area 
around the Western station looks more than a bit gritty, but most of the kids took it in stride.  There was about a half-hour wait to get in 
(typical on a weekend night—especially with a group), but the time passed fairly quickly. 
 
 I was able to treat the kids to ice cream at Margie’s thanks to the kids who had dropped out.  There was no way I could refund 
the money those kids had paid (since we still needed the same number of hotel rooms), and their mother was very understanding about 
that.  I did have a bit of extra money they’d paid for food, though, and that allowed me to pick up the cost of the dessert tonight.   

 
Taking “foodie pics” at Margie’s 

 
 Margie’s is one of my favorite places 
to eat, and I was pleased that the kids liked it 
as well.  The kids took pictures of their food on 
their cell phones and sent them out to all their 
friends.  The elegantly presented food at 
Margie’s would certainly make for more 
interesting pictures than the McDonalds at 
Chicago & State. 

 
 Most of the group (myself included) 
ordered sundaes of various sorts.  Margie’s 
sundaes are always served in shell-shaped 
bowls on a silver plate, topped with whip 
cream and a cherry, and accompanied by 
wafer cookies and a silver gravy boat of either 
hot fudge or hot caramel.  Two of the kids 
made other selections.  One ordered 
cheesecake.  The presentation for that was 
very simple, but the piece he got was 
enormous.  Another ordered what was called 
a waffle cone on the menu.  It turned out to be 
a little more than he anticipated.  He got an 
enormous cone filled with ice cream that was 
turned  upside-down  in  one  of   those    shell 

bowls.  What seemed like half a can of whipped cream was sprayed on the other side of the shell, balancing the cone.  Wafer cookies 
and a cherry were decoratively placed in the whipped cream.  It was really quite a sight. 
 
 We took the train back to Rosemont and then drove back to Lombard.  I spent much of the evening looking up the schools we’d 
played online and also checking who made playoffs in the tournament.  While it was frustrating that we didn’t win, we could at least take 
solace that most of the teams we’d played had done very well all through the tournament. 
 

Monday, June 13 

Chicagoland, Illinois 
 
 … Since we wouldn’t be competing in playoffs, we were able to leave a bit later today.  The kids in particular had a very leisurely 
morning, and it was after 8:30 when we finally ended up heading out.  We drove to Rosemont and took the train downtown to Jackson.  
Our first stop of the day was Willis Tower—i.e., the skyscraper formerly known as Sears.  We timed our arrival here well, too.  I’ve walked 
past the tower on summer afternoons and seen lines around the block.  When we arrived, though, there was just a short line for security.  



We also managed to arrive in the theatre just as the previous showing of the movie they use for crowd control was ending, so we just 
joined the previous group in heading to the elevators. 

 
“Official” skydeck souvenir photo, with “PROOF” watermark 

 A few 
years back they 
added glass ledges 
that stick out from 
the west edge of 
the skydeck.  When 
this was new they 
let guests walk out 
on the ledges as 
they wanted, but 
now it’s become an 
opportunity to 
make additional 
money.  Going to 
the ledge is still 
free.  The problem 
with these is that 
each one has a 
professional photo-
grapher there 
insisting on taking 
souvenir photos.  
The upside is that 
this probably does 
make the lines 
move faster, since 
people can’t just 
stay on the ledges 
as long as they 
want.  The negative 
is that you have no 
choice but to be 
photographed,  and 

they don’t let anyone get close enough to take photos themselves.  The photographers will offer to take photos on your own camera in 
addition to the professional ones, but they make no effort at all to make those pictures good.  The one they took on my camera was badly 
washed out, while every picture I took myself on the skydeck came out fine.  The “official” photos turned out nice, though I can’t see 
spending $36.  That’s why you’ll have to put up with the “PROOF” watermark obscuring the photo I’ve incorporated here. 

 
Seurat’s Sunday Afternoon on Grande Jatte Island 

(one of the most famous paintings at the Art Institute) 

 
 Next we made our way across the Loop to the Art Institute of 
Chicago.  Whenever we go on these quiz bowl trips, I give the kids a list 
of the major attractions in the city we’ll be visiting.  I’ve always included 
the Art Institute, but before it’s always been way down the list of things 
the kids wanted to see.  This year two of the kids were very definite that 
they wanted it included in the itinerary, and none of the others objected.  
So I bought tickets ahead of time, and we made our visit there today. 
 
 It’s hard to describe just how enormous the Art Institute is.  
They’ve added a whole new building (the modern wing) onto it since the 
last time I was there, so now the maze of hallways is even more complex 
than in the past.  It’s almost too much, really.  It’s hard to get a grasp of 
what’s where, and there’s a feeling of sensory overload walking around 
the place.  One helpful thing is that they do have a guide with 
suggestions for what to see if you only have an hour to spend.  It shows 
some of the most famous works in the museum and their locations.  One 
of these (American Gothic) had actually been moved from the location 

they gave, but the guide was still helpful.  Jake and I used it as our start, 
and I think most of the kids (who went around separately) did as well.   
 
 Most of the kids really seemed to like the museum.  … The museum includes everything from classical to contemporary, with 
multiple examples of almost every famous artist in history.  No one is going to like everything, but with that broad of a selection, there 
surely must be something for each person to appreciate. 
 
 We spent about two and a half hours at the museum.   While I’d probably have preferred to eat elsewhere, the kids decided we 
should have lunch there.  It’s not really surprising that the food at an art museum would be both pretentious and overpriced.  After 
surveying the options, I decided on “gourmet tacos” that were $6 each.  They were very good, but I’ve had essentially the same thing for 
a third the price at Mexican restaurants in Hispanic neighborhoods around the city. 
 



 We walked north from the Art Institute to Millennium 
Park.  People describe this as the “heart of Chicago”, but to me 
it’s kind of an afterthought.  I’d been to the city numerous times 
before they even thought of building a park over the rail yards next 
to Lake Michigan.  I must say, though, it really is a very nice park.  
We walked around, gawked at the skyscrapers and the lakefront, 
and snapped the obligatory pictures next to “the bean” (the 
enormous reflective sculpture officially called Cloud Gate).   

 
 We had one of those “colorful” experiences on our ‘L’ trip 
back to Rosemont.  A young man came from the previous car 
(ignoring the “emergency use only” sign on the door handle) and 
demanded our attention.  He said, “My job is helping people” and 
asked for money, food, or toiletries for the homeless.  He talked 
about the fact that shelters were being shut down (I have no idea 
if that’s true), so street people had no place to go.  One man gave 
him an apple, which he took but seemed unimpressed by.  He 
continued, getting louder and louder as he implied that he was a 
hero who deserved our aid.  He said there had been “a rape” just 
this afternoon at Clark & Lake station, and supposedly he had 
been the only person who helped the damsel in distress.  “All 
those people, they just ignored her,” he said, “but I was there to 

help.”  He even said the incident would be on the TV news, though 
in repeating his story he changed which TV station it was that was 
supposedly covering the event. 

 
Posing by Cloud Gate 

Millennium Park – Chicago 

 A man toward the rear of the car (who, like the beggar, happened to be black) gave the bum a dollar, and they spoke briefly.  
Then the guy bellowed, “Did you see that?  This dude said he’d give me a dollar to shut me up.  Well, I wouldn’t shut up if you gave me 
twenty dollars.  This is my job.  I like to be helpful, see.”  He ranted on and on, getting loud enough that he drowned out the recorded train 
announcements.  I couldn’t help but notice, though, that he didn’t return the buck he’d been given.   
 
 The guy who had given the beggar the dollar had obviously had enough.  He looked straight at him and said in no uncertain 
terms, “Shut the &$%@ up!”.  Surprisingly this actually did seem to work.  The bum opened the “no access” handle on the car in front of 
ours and continued forward to annoy some other people.  About half the people in our car broke out laughing when he left. 
 
 We made our way back to the Comfort Suites and relaxed there for an hour or so.  Then I took three of the kids and headed 
back into the city.  Jake took the others out to dinner.  Then they stayed at the hotel while he visited an aunt of his in the northwest 
suburbs. 
 
 The kids I took were heading to a White Sox game.  The people who really wanted to see this game were the two kids who had 
signed up for the trip and later dropped.  I’d bought tickets for them, which were of course non-refundable.  I got a couple of other kids to 
take their place.  They were anything but hard-core baseball fans, but they did appear to enjoy the game. 
 
 We began our outing by driving over to Rosemont.  It was rush hour now, and this ended up being a lengthy and rather annoying 
drive.  The worst part was a place on Irving Park Road where there was construction that reduced the street to one lane in each direction.  
Everyone seemed to wait until the last possible second to merge, which created far more of a bottleneck than was necessary.  Just getting 
from our hotel to the park-and-ride took nearly an hour this afternoon. 
 
 We rode downtown to Jackson and transferred to the red line.  The train rides were uneventful, but Jackson station was 
memorable in a negative way.  Both the blue and red line platforms had musicians playing bad rock music, and the volume was excessively 
loud.  Even the kids found it annoying. 
 
 We made our way south to 35th Street and then walked past all the quasi-legal vendors trying to sell us stuff before we entered 
the stadium.  As is true at most ballparks these days, we had to go through security before entering.  Everyone walks through a metal 
detector, and they search any bags or purses.  All of us made it through with no problem, but in the line to our right the metal detector 
seemed to be going off every time someone walked through it. 
 
 From the entrance we walked up and up and up and up and up to get to our seats.  U.S. Cellular Field (formerly Comiskey Park) 
is surrounded by enormous ramps, and it takes a minimum of ten minutes to get from the bottom to the top.  Eventually we made it to the 
500 level where the cheap seats are.  While we were quite high, we actually had surprisingly good seats.  We were in Row 9 of the upper 
deck and right behind home plate.  We had a good view of everything that was happening on the field, the fireworks they shoot off for 
home runs, and the view (such as it is—mostly abandoned public housing) beyond the park. 
 
 The White Sox offer some of the best food options in Major League Baseball.  While nothing is cheap, the prices are actually 
among the lowest you’ll find at ballparks—less than what they charge at Principal Park in Des Moines, for instance.  There is also a wide 
variety of foods, including a lot of things you don’t normally expect at sports events.  I had an order of pierogis topped wi th caramelized 
onions. It cost $6, but it was a generous order and very flavorful. 
 



 The game itself was nothing special—or at least that’s true of the part we saw.  We left during the seventh inning, but what we 
saw was reminiscent of a bad high school game—lots of errors, walks, and passed balls, with the occasional power hit.  The visiting 
Detroit Tigers took a big lead early, and the White Sox spent most of the game trying to nibble their way back into the game. 

 
 

US Cellular Field -- Chicago  

 The highlight of the game for our group was that the four of us ended up on the video scoreboard.  As most parks do, they have 
close ups on various parts of the crowd to fill time during dull parts of the game.  Most of the time the cameramen are by the dugouts 
(where the most expensive seats are), and they often limit their selections to pretty girls and important people on the season ticket list.  I 
think I may have been on the screen at a minor league park when very few people were there, but I’m pretty sure this is the first time I’ve 
had my image projected at a big league park.  The kids thought it was cool, though one was annoyed that the camera caught him texting.   
 
 We had an uneventful ride back to Rosemont, and the drive to the hotel went much more quickly than what we’d had in the 
afternoon.  When we got into the parking lot, we checked the score of the game and found out the White Sox had tied things up, and it 
was now in the tenth inning.  They game would end up going to twelve innings, with the Sox winning in the end.  I’m glad we didn’t stay 
around for the last out. 
 

Jake was already asleep when I got back, so I changed as quickly as possible and hit the hay myself.  This had been a long 
day, but mostly a fun one. 
 

Tuesday, June 14 

Lombard, Illinois to Algona, Iowa (via Chicago) 
 
 The Orlando massacre was still all over the news today, but now things had moved on from mourning the dead to politicians 
trying to gain points from the tragedy.  The Republicans were using it to justify their hatred against Moslems, while the Democrats were 
calling for restrictions on guns.  As we ate breakfast it became rapidly clear that Jake and most of the kids were in the latter camp.  Like 
many males in rural Iowa they echoed the NRA line that even the slightest limitation on the right to bear arms was intolerable.  I just can’t 
agree with that.  I have no problem with people who keep guns for hunting or to deal with unwanted animals on their farms, bu t I can’t 
see any legitimate reason why someone should own (or even want to own) an assault rifle.   
 

Our discussion brought up two tired talking points.  First was the argument that people “need” guns for protection.  Whenever I 
hear that, I wonder just what these people are afraid of.  There’s not that much crime in big cities, let alone small towns.  When violent 
crime does occur, it almost never affects middle class white people.  Even if it did, the probability that a victim’s having a gun would 
prevent a crime (rather than escalating it) is pretty close to zero.  You’re much more likely to prevent crime with common sense than with 
weapons. 

 
The other argument was the old lament that guns will still be around even if they’re illegal.  After all, people can get drugs through 

unofficial channels, so they can also get weapons that way.  The fact is, though, the vast majority of people don’t buy illegal drugs—which 
is why we have a much larger problem with alcohol than we do with narcotics.  What’s more, even if people still could get things like 
assault rifles, I have no problem with making it harder for them to do so. 

 
To their credit, the kids did see right through the arguments of those who would seek to use this massacre as a reason to kick 

people out of the country or subject them to special investigations because of their race or religion.  Donald Trump and his supporters 
say they aren’t racist, but it’s hard to imagine anything more blatantly discriminatory than what they propose. 

 
While the kids finished packing I gassed up the Traverse ($2.699 a gallon).  We then packed all our suitcases in the Suburban, 

which we’d leave at the hotel during the day.  The last time we were in Chicago we had a break-in at the Rosemont park-and-ride (a crime 
no gun would have prevented, but security cameras might have), so I figured it was prudent not to leave anything valuable sitting around 
while we were gone.  The hotel had offered to let us leave luggage at the desk.  It was in a relatively safe neighborhood, though, so 
leaving it in the locked suburban seemed fine (and was). 

 



We left the Comfort Suites at 7:35 and once again fought some very heavy rush hour traffic to get to Rosemont.  When I’ve 
stayed out in the suburbs on my own, I’ve most often taken the Metra commuter trains into the city.  There were several Metra stations 
close to Lombard.  The fare on Metra is much higher than CTA, though, and with a group it just wouldn’t have been affordable. 

 
I had the kids walk up toward the far end of the platform at Rosemont, because I knew we’d likely get a seat on one of the front 

cars, but we could end up standing all the way downtown if we boarded toward the rear.  We did all get seats, but this turned out to be 
one of the most crowded trains I’ve ever been on.  The last seats were taken at Jefferson Park (three stops in from Rosemont), and by 
the time we got to Damen it was hard to imagine anyone else fitting aboard.  They did keep cramming, though.  Pretty much no one got 
off until Clark & Lake, but more and more and more people boarded.  It reminded me of the trains you hear about in the Third World.  The 
only time before I’ve seen that many people crammed aboard a train in Chicago was on the way to a Cubs game.  My bet is that had we 
waited a couple minutes and boarded the next train, that one would have been more pleasant.  This one would best be described as “an 
experience”. 

 
We transferred downtown to the red line.  That train was also standing room only when we boarded, but it emptied out rapidly 

as we made our way north.  Past Chicago Avenue (basically the north end of downtown) it was a fairly pleasant ride. 
 
We arrived at Addison around 9:40am.  I paused briefly to use a vending machine on the platform.  I knew the three-day passes 

would expire before we’d be using the ‘L’ again, so I needed to buy single-ride tickets to cover our last time aboard.  CTA’s vending 
machines are surprisingly easy to use.  I managed to buy seven tickets quickly and easily, and before long we made our way out of the 
station. 

 
Our destination this morning was Wrigley Field, where we had tickets for a ballpark tour.  Buschers had planned to join us there, 

and they’d be picking up Noah, who would be going home with them.  I expected the Buschers to come via the ‘L’, just as we had.  They 
had opted instead, though, to take an Uber, a “ride share” service that is essentially an unlicensed taxi company.  The driver ended up 
taking them first to the back of the park, and they had to tell him to bring them around to the front.  Because of that they arrived just a 
couple minutes before our tour. 

 
I was a bit annoyed to see that most of the other people on the 10:00 tour were elementary girls who were carrying bags that 

said “My Chicago Camp”.  I was expecting them to be whiny and/or giggly the whole time, but they were actually very good.  They paid 
close attention all through the tour, and they asked good questions of the guide.  I can be as quick to judge as anyone else, and I shouldn’t 
have been with these girls. 

 
I took a tour of Wrigley Field myself many years ago, and I enjoyed it immensely.  This one probably wasn’t quite as good as 

that tour, but it was still very good.  We saw the seating bowl, the famous bleachers manual scoreboard, the visitors’ clubhouse, the 
pressbox, the organ, and the Cubs’ dugout.  The main thing we didn’t see was the Cubs’ home clubhouse.  We did go there when I was 
here before.  (My big memory of it was that Sammy Sosa had a separate locker just to hold his fan mail.)  Just this past year they built a 
new home clubhouse, which is supposedly one of the nicest in the league.  It’s in a completely separate building next to the park, and 
apparently it’s completely off limits to those not in the inner circle. 

 
I was actually kind of glad to see the 

visitors’ clubhouse, which wasn’t included on 
the previous tour I’d taken.  The guide 
described it as the most historic place in the 
park, and that’s probably true.  Almost any 
famous baseball player you can imagine 
would have passed through there.  So would 
lots of football players (since the Chicago 
Bears played at Wrigley until 1970).  A lot of 
rock stars have played concerts here and used 
the visiting clubhouse as their dressing room, 
and it’s also been a venue for hockey, soccer, 
and even—of all things—ski jumping.  I was 
most eager to see the visitors’ clubhouse, 
though, because that’s where my former 
student Brad Nelson would have gone when 
he was a big leaguer playing for the Milwaukee 
Brewers.  The guide pointed out how lockers 
were assigned by uniform number, and it 
wasn’t hard to figure out the general area 
where Brad (who wore a high number as a 
rookie) would have put his stuff.  The 
clubhouse looks very much like the home 
clubhouse I’d seen earlier. Apparently it has a 

 
Visitors’ clubhouse – Wrigley Field 

(Brad Nelson’s locker would have been among the four at left.) 

reputation as the worst of its kind in baseball.  It’s a cramped and sparsely furnished locker room.  Besides the lockers there are just a 
couple of tables in the middle of the room.  At the side there’s a room with toilets and showers, an office for the manager, a small training 
room with a whirlpool in it, and another room where catered food is available.  The whole complex is wedged under the upper deck seats, 
with a catwalk that leads to it above the main concourse. 
 



 One other thing we were not allowed to do on this trip that we did do when I was here before was to go onto the actual field.  
They let people walk on the dirt in front of the dugout, but they made it clear we were not to touch the grass.  When we were here before, 
the let kids play catch in the outfield by the famous ivy-covered walls.  I’m not sure why they no longer allow that, but it was a bit of a 
disappointment. 
 
 That said, the tour really was quite good.  The kids all enjoyed it and found it worth the time we spent getting there.  Even for 
those who are not die-hard fans, Wrigley Field is a very historic place.  It’s well worth a trip to see it. 
 
 The tour ended around 11:30, and we went straight back to the ‘L’ station.  The single-ride tickets worked fine, and we made our 
way back out to Rosemont with no issues.  The only thing memorable was another beggar.  This one was a college-aged guy in flashy 
designer jeans who had some sob story and said he needed money for “bus fare to Rockford”.  If that’s what he’s using the money for, 
he was on the wrong train.  The intercity bus station is located west of downtown, near Union Station where Amtrak stops.  He was 
heading away from there—toward Rockford, but not to where a bus to that city would leave from.  No one in our car took pity on him, and 
it was no surprise when he got off at one stop and just walked forward to the next car. 
 
 It was about 1:30pm when we finally made it back to the Comfort Suites.  We just divided the kids into the two vehicles and took 
off immediately.  Traffic was noticeably lighter on the tollways than it had been coming into the city, and for some reason we paid less in 
toll westbound than we had heading east. 
 
 We stopped for a late lunch at the Belvedere oasis.  There’s a large food court there, and our group headed four different 
directions.  Some had McDonalds, others Subway, and still others Panda Express.  I chose to go to a chicken kabob plate with rice and 
vegetables from a halal stand that sold Middle Eastern food.  I thoroughly enjoyed my lunch, and everyone else seemed happy as well. 

 
Trying the “scissors” machine 

Belvedere oasis on the Jane Addams Northwest Tollway 

 
 Mixed among the various concessions at the tollway 
oasis, they had a bunch of carnival games.  The kids were 
suckered in by them and dropped a fair amount of cash trying to 
get the claw and scissors money to bring them high-value prizes.  
They didn’t, of course.  I don’t think I’ve ever seen anyone win 
anything more than a gag prize from such things. 

 
 We headed west to Rockford and again picked up U.S. 
20.  Things were fine on the four-lane stretch from Rockford to 
Freeport.  When we got to the curvy, hilly two-lane stretch, though, 
it started raining.  Then it rained harder … and harder … and 
harder.  It reminded me of the huge sheets of rain we’d get in Mt. 
Pleasant when I was a kid.  It was hard to see the road, and mostly 
I drove by following the tail lights of a car in front of me. 
 
 The rain let up shortly before we reached Galena.  All 
through that town, though, there was flooding.  Some of the side 
streets were impassable, and torrents of water rushed through the 
ditches. 
 
 We drove right through Galena and on to Dubuque.  We 
continued past there and stopped for gas in Dyersville ($2.259).  
We all used the restroom as well, and I also picked up some juice 
to sip on.  Then we continued on westward. 

 We had a bit more rain between Dyersville and independence.  On the straight four-lane stretch of highway 20 that was no real 
problem, though.  The rain cleared up before we got to Waterloo, and we made it through there with no problem.  Around Janesville, 
though, we hit just about the worst storm I’ve ever driven through.  I was hydroplaning on the slick surface, I could barely see anything 
out the window, and it felt like the wind was blowing me all over the road.  Many vehicles had pulled off the road, and many others were 
going very slowly.  The weather didn’t seem to stop most of the trucks, though, which plowed through the mess at 65 – 70mph.  I gripped 
the steering wheel for dear life and prayed we wouldn’t run into a tornado. 
 
 I decided to exit Avenue of the Saints at highway 3 near Waverly.  We stopped at a gas station there for about fifteen minutes 
(as did about a dozen other people), and eventually I decided to follow highway 3 home instead of 218.  It’s a bit longer, bu t I figured it 
would be easier driving.  I think that was a smart move.  We probably drove about the same speed as we would have (roughly 55), but 
on highway 3 there weren’t people flying past us as if we were standing still.  The road is also straight, while Avenue of the Saints curves 
to follow the Cedar River.  That meant the wind wasn’t constantly changing as we drove. 
 
 By the time we got to Hampton the storm cleared up for good.  We sped along at well above the speed limit the rest of the way 
home.  We got back to Garrigan at 8:56pm.  I’d told the parents ahead of time we’d probably be home in the eight o’clock hour, and I 
suppose technically I could claim we were.  Really, though, we were about an hour behind schedule. 
 
 The kids took off fairly quickly, and Jake did as well.  I had to wrap up some details, though.  When we take school vehicles, 
we’re supposed to gas them up on our return.  So, one at a time, I took the vehicles to the Chrome truck stop where Garrigan has a 
running account and topped off the tanks.  I also made sure everything was cleaned out, and I put the keys back where they needed to 



be in the office.  Finally I got my stuff packed into my own car and headed home.  It was about a quarter to ten when I finally got there, 
the end of a very long day. 
 

Epilogue 

 
 I’ve talked with several kids and their parents since their trip, and their reaction seems universally positive.  … The kids are also 
excited about our prospects for the future.  While they didn’t get any wins this year, they were excited by how well they did do.  They held 
their own in almost every game, and every single kid answered multiple questions.  A couple of the kids had checked online and noticed 
our scores were more impressive than schools like Iowa City West, which got killed 350 – 90 in one of their games.  We’ll have most of 
the kids who made this trip back next year.  (Joseph Espinosa is graduating, and Noah Buscher will be moving to Nebraska), and there 
are some others who should be able to join them to make a stronger team.  Hopefully we’ll be back to nationals and make a more 
impressive showing. 


